Getting out of the ‘cave’;
Ideas for grease monkeys and grass janitors
THE Patrick Drinkard @L_E_R_IIc
Self Check
Course run with superintendent
Prism
Equipment in ACTION
Operators in ACTION
Other Departments
GCSAA Certificates
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Cory Phillips
Equipment Manager

Patrick Driscol
Achievement Explorer's Certificate Program 2010
EETC Certifications

Hector and Erik

Eric
Visit Other Shops
Networking

Outside of your specific job role.
FIRST GREEN
Local Colleges

• Look for this guy on show floor- Chris Rapp
Mentorship

• If you are younger, find a mentor, if you are older find an apprentice
Old-Timers knowledgeable & wise?
Millennial Mechanics?? Involved

‘Millennial mechanic’ ➔

Buy more good times than good things

BELIEVE IN SOMETHING LARGER THAN YOURSELF.

Barbara Bush
American

MILLENIAL ANTI-THEFT DEVICE
Social Media

Ideas from around the inter-webs

Bob's Shop - golfcoursemechanics.blogspot.com  Bob's Shop Travel's with Terry - GCI Magazine  Travel's with Terry Hector's Shop - Turfnet & EETC  Hector's shop GCSAA Forums  Shop Talk  2nd most topics posted (behind turf talk) Georgia Turf Technician - gaturftech.com  Cory and Trent's website Golf Techs - golftechs.net  Steve Sphuler's website
Communication is Key
Think

Idea

“creativity is intelligence having fun”
- Albert Einstein
Whatcha gonna do

I should be standing here 😊

What's your Vision?

All photo's belong to respective owner.